Editorial
It won’t be long now to the end of the season,
and I’m rushing to get this finished for printing
this week to deliver to Club Secretaries next
week end, 5th & 6th April, so that hopefully you
the players will get your copies before the season ends and you hibernate, I have again been
thinking is there another, easier way of doing
this!!. I had decided at the beginning of the
season that instead of 3 Digests a season, I’d do
4 16 page issues, with the help of the Div.
reporters, they agreed, and my thanks go to
them, because they don’t mess me about and
deliver on time, which is most important when
trying to get as much as possible into it, and out on time.
But due to this one being after the Cup Finals and the
Closed I’ve included the usual presentation photo’s in the
middle pages, but ended up with 24 pages. I could have
increased the font size to fill the spare space, but I’ve
searched other web sites to include what I thought may be
of interest, so hopefully you can have a good read.

Howard, good luck to them and I hope they
have some good matches.
I mentioned in the last Digest the end of
Ken’s Nets & Edges and the need for another contributor, that was before I received
Ken’s handwritten notes for this issue,
which you can find on page 2, but since then
I have had a volunteer to carry on, Don
Davies, you’ll find his first notes on page 21.

We could possibly again have differences of
opinions regards promotion and relegation,
tentative mention has been made in various Div. reporters
notes, for now I would just point out that Rule 21 does
read “ The League shall be comprised of Divisions as the
Committee deem necessary”, along with promotion and
relegation.
The only Cup Final still to be played, but too late for this
Digest, is the Frank Murphy Memorial Handicap Trophy,
to be played at Bootle YMCA on Wednesday 9th April.
The Closed went off better than I expected, obviously, Why not go along and watch, last season’s winner, Cadwa
because of the passing of our main-stay organiser Ken, 1 v Linacre.
and the completing of all the Finals on the same day, I was
expecting all kinds of problems, but at the end of the day I’ve trawled the internet for a few space fillers, and come
everything went fairly smoothly, but nothing is ever 100% up with, amongst others, Glueing, pimples which may be
free of problems, time was our problem, and the only real withdrawn, Disability doubles, Individual Membership /
upset was the Div. 2 singles, due to the Doubles holding Affiliation
things up our Referee ran the Div 2 singles in a way to
catch up time, this wasn’t acceptable to some of the As this is my last season as your Cup Secretary, I would
entrants in that event, and duly complained to the Referee, like to thank all those who have helped me carry it out, the
who acknowledged the problem and duly apologised, but various Club secretaries who have without fail, offered
again emphasising why it was necessary. To run their the use of their venues for Cup finals, always a problem
event as suggested by them, a 4 player group would, I am when the nights are fixed, Ron Georgeson and Bath St
told, take approx. 2 hours, some say we could have used Marine, Jim Geddes and Bootle YMCA, Tom Purcell and
more tables, correct, but more umpires would be needed, M/side Police, and now Arthur Knowlson and Christ the
and they were at a premium, as players tend to dodge that King, an excellent venue, and last but not least Doug
issue if possible. But the many apologies from the Referee Baker and CADWA, Doug never fails to put on a marvelweren’t really accepted, and the discontent turned into lous spread, that’s the best part of being the Digest Editor
pure harassment, lessons have been learnt and we agree as well, you can record thanks publicly. To be fair, others
with what the players were saying, but cannot condone have offered in the past, but those I’ve mentioned fit most
having a go at the Referee as they did, who, without his requirements.
last minute agreeing to run the closed, we wouldn’t have The Qualifications needed to be an expert
had one, so many thanks to Referee Dave Cochrane who An expert is someone who learns by his mistakes.
travelled from Manchester, and of course, to Faith Moore, The prime qualification of being an expert is to live at
who’s help has been so underestimated in the past, and least 50 miles from the problem, the further away, the
Arthur Garnet and his “little helpers”.
greater the expert
Thanks to all those who helped the setting up and down An expert is someone who learns more and more about
and for the players who weren’t worried about ‘time’, I less and less until eventually he knows everything about
and others got home after 11pm after delivering the tables nothing.
to Greenbank All the results are inside page 10
And finally
Experts are usually self appointed, I’m thinking of apThe National Championships are being held in Sheffield pointing myself as one!!
this weekend and the only two names that I could see from
Liverpool League were Cherith Graham and Alice Have a good summer and see you next season
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Liverpool Closed 2008

Don Davies

The Fawley Construction Liverpool Closed championships lived up to expectations, with the top four seeds reaching their allotted semi-final positions, the
quartet having safely negotiated their respective group matches. The eagerly
awaited showdown between Kevin Dolder and Keith Williams was set up when
Keith saw off doubles partner and Bootle YMCA team mate, Wayne Percival.
Wayne took the opening game but dropped the next two before edging home
12-10 in the fourth. That, though, was effectively the end of his challenge, Keith
losing only two points in the decider.
In the top half of the draw, Kevin accounted for the promising Crosby High
youngster and Southport closed champion Tom Bray, 7, 9, 1, and followed up
with a 3-1 win over Ireland international (Wav. Lab's) David Hayes. Fourth seed
Ken Jackson (Bath Street Marine) was then eased out for the loss of one game in the semi finals which left him facing
nine times champion Williams in the final.
Keith stands at 4 in the England veterans list while Kevin, who has just risen to 16 in the England senior rankings, has
the verdict over the YM' man on both occasions in the league this season. The Ford man has lifted the trophy eight
times and is one of the best six champions in the past thirty years, took the big decision to use pimpled rubber on his
backhand side hoping it would give him the edge over his old foe, who first lifted the crown
in 1977. Keith took the opening game 11-7, Kevin though winning the next two to lead 2-1. At 9-6 down in the fourth
and Kevin looking to regain the crown, Keith collected the next four points but then had to save two match points
before forcing a fifth game decider by winning 15-13.
The high standard of tactical play continued with Kevin varying the pace, spin and speed of the rallies, and although
KW had coped well with KD's new style of play, he found himself 4-1 down in the final game. KW, who beat Kev
11-8 in the fifth in the 2004 final, and lost 12-10 in the decider to the Ford man a year later, hit back to level at 6-6.
He then piled on the pressure, forcing Kev into a number wayward shots and dropped only one
more point in a tremendous encounter to win 11-7 and claim the title for a tenth time in his seventeenth final
appearance, equalling the record of his former Rafters team mate and England international, Ronnie Rumjahn.
A year ago, the men's crown went to Poland's Michael Rogala the first time the trophy had been won by an Eastern
European. The 2008 ladies' singles crown also went to a Polish player, Sylwia Rozek but not until she overcame a
scare in the last match in the Round Robin section when she faced Stephanie Howard. Sylwia, the victor over holder
Cherith Graham together with the 2006 and four times champion Alice Howard, stood level at 8-8
in the fifth game decider with Steph Howard, but pulled through to win 11-8 and take the title at the first attempt.
Cherith having beaten Alice and Steph, mother and daughter pair, was the runner up.
Keith enjoyed a comfortable passage to last four of the veterans singles event, where he faced former champion Ken
Jackson, but qualified 3-0 to meet triple champion Dave Roberts who had dismissed Wayne Percival. Again, Keith
was in fine form, retaining the title in straight games to cap a fine tournament.
Men's singles: semi-finals:
K Dolder bt K Jackson 7, 5, -5, 7;
K Williams bt W Percival -5, 6, 2, -10, 2;
Final:
Williams bt Dolder 7, -8, -7, 13, 7.
Ladies singles Round Robin
Champion Sylwia Rozek (Poland)
S Rozek bt C Graham 7, 3, 11 bt A Howard 5, 6, -11, 4; bt S Howard 6, -13, 10, -7, 8
Runner up C Graham
Graham bt S Howard 1, 8, 8 and bt A Howard 4, 6, -9, 4
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back

After Ken’s Funeral, Faith attended to the difficult task of collecting and sorting his effects, and in particular to us, all
that connected with Table Tennis, amongst the paperwork that Faith passed to me were handwritten sheets which Ken
had put together during his later days, which he obviously intended for this Digest. At first I mulled over the contents,
would it be right to print so soon, but then I thought that this was what Ken had intended and I should honour that.
Also he is rather complimentary of myself, and I had thought of editing that part out, but on reading it over again, his
intention is clearly to identify the problems of lack of interest and help from the majority to get involved in the running
of the League in all its forms, so please read and Digest.
EDITOR

Final
Nets & Edges - issue?
Life can be cruel and smack you down without warning as it has done to me. It
happened at worst possible time so far as my Treasurers duties were concerned, trying
to organise Banking etc. has been a nightmare, but it is done, perhaps not well, but
funds will be in order.

a

Not unexpected, and unwanted, an illness accompanied by mobility problems prevented my dealing with important League matters, namely our ‘closed’, someone will run
‘closed’, as no one is irreplaceable, but some issues will become a little bit more
difficult to overcome, this is where you, as competitors, can play a full part. Just
entering and rolling up on the day to play & then go home if knocked out will not be
enough. Arthur Garnett, strongly supported by Stan Clarke, will need all the help you
can give them.

Well I certainly opened a can of worms when I attempted to list long standing players who form the backbone of our
League. Some left out had been listed but accidentally missed when my son transcribed my rough notes and knocked
them into shape for onward transmission to Roly, I was very ill at that time, and this did not help.
One I missed, Eric Young, visited me in hospital and told me at 82 he played 8 year old Amy Hutchings, a great advert
for T.T. showing that age is not a barrier. I also included Ron George son, who, assisted by Peter Ross is the backbone
of Bath St., another visitor, Bill Stanley, also a long standing club member and player gave me some stick. I have only
one more to mention for specific reasons, but I would ask you to look at it in this way, I know every player by name
& sight, and if you have played for more years than you care to remember, like Billy Clayton and myself, mine go back
to 1950, then you are a long standing player. But ask yourself, apart from playing matches, what else do you do to
ensure your club and our League remain strong and thriving. Take Roly Wright, a long time player who responded to
our call for more help, he took a seat on the committee and accepted the office of Cup Secretary, and then took the
additional office of Editor to ease my workload. As Cup Secretary he built on the work of his predecessor John
Langton, and ensured every club was aware of cup requirements and possible rule errors. As Editor he has put new life
into our magazine, including extracts from National releases, a new frontispiece ensuring the Digest looks the part. He
has recently expanded his printing and publication expertise and now produces in house our Rule Book and Handbook
with relevant match rules and regulations included in your handbook, his work input has saved us money, these savings
will increase yearly and be passed back to the clubs. Roly is also in attendance at all our tournaments moving tables,
setting up, setting down, official photographer, and willing to render assistance in any capacity. Out there amongst you
there are more would be ‘Roly Wrights’ and your League needs you, if you think you can help don’t hold back, ignore
what others may say and get in touch with Mike Power or Arthur Garnett, you won’t be disappointed, you will feel
good and as you get more involved your satisfaction levels will increase. So give it some thought and go for it.
Paul Banks has led the way seeking your views on match issues. My team (div.4) always have a proper break for a
cuppa, a cake and a chat etc. if it’s Stan’s turn we have excellent home made scones, more teams need to go down this
road and make a match night a competitive and social occasion. Winning is important, but a disputed point should not
be allowed to spoil the evening. The other issue is proper attendance, some players’ just turn up to play and go, others
stay the full match. The intention of a friendly competitive TT match no longer exists and this has been bad for our
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sport at local league level. Can you see a footballer playing for part of a match and then going elsewhere? Ours is a
team sport and will only thrive and remain so if you give it the right priority.
In our previous issue Roly published the ETTA views on Individual Membership and to some it will look complicated.
However, if you complete this form and return it to your secretary, your completed form will ensure a smooth start for
you when Individual Membership becomes official from season 2008 – 09. If you play in more than one League it will
save you money as you only pay one Individual Membership covering all leagues you play in. Each season your form
will be returned to update any changes, you just show any applicable or return a ‘nil change’ form. Some may have a
little moan, but give a thought to the massive workload at the ETTA end. The first Individual Membership fee has not
yet been finalised, but I hope they set a sensible starting rate that when linked with the R.P.I. as per rule, will provide
the ETTA the right level of income and avoid the knee jerk increases later because the starting rate was set too low.
Lots of T.T. visitors today and it was pleasing to learn that my concerns re CRB checks and Empire Building are shared
by others higher in the chain than I am. I have privately expressed the view that some areas of ETTA correspondence
tread a legal tightrope and now find others hold the same view, a very interesting day.
Probably the greatest pleasure we can receive arrives at the most unexpected time.
The biggest surprise coming when Paul Hutchings dropped in to see me in Clatterbridge, and brought Amy to see
me, she is lively and keen and highly competitive, and I believe she has what it takes to get to the top.
Amy, along with a group of young players is a product of the only person actively coaching young players, he receives support from a number of players who drop in to help, John Rankin, Pa…..

I think it only right to note Ken’s mention of Stan Clark’s involvement with our Closed, Ken being Ken, had also “
volunteered” Stan’s services to help in the organising of the Disabled International Tournament held at the Greenbank Acadamy the following week, with 170 competitors, a much more complex set up and time filling event, so for
those who were wondering where Stan was on the Sunday, hopefully, this answers the question.
Editor

The following was copied from the ETTA Chairman’s site, ( only one of many propositions)
ITTF propositions Please find list of the various propositions to be voted on at the ITTF AGM and
BOARD Meetings in May. 2008
5 proposed by the German Table Tennis Federation
2.8 THE ORDER OF PLAY “2.8.4 When one player who is in a wheelchair due to a
physical disability and a non disabled player (not in a wheelchair) are a pair playing doubles, the requirements of 2.8.3 will apply accordingly.”
This situation is not regulated, but in many countries non disabled players and players in
a wheelchair play together in the same team. This would mean that either player of a doubles pair may make returns (after returning the service) if at least one of them is in a
wheelchair due to his physical disability.

ITTF / ETTA Rules
2.8.3 When two players who are in wheelchairs due to a physical disability are a pair playing doubles,
the server shall first make a service, the receiver shall then make a return, but thereafter either player
of the disabled pair may make a return. However, no part of a player’s wheelchair shall protrude beyond the imaginary extension of the centre line of the table. If it does, the umpire shall award the
point to the opposing pair.
Our league is one of many Leagues, increasing every year, I would think, where wheelchair players
take part, and play an excellent game may I add, I have been of the understanding that in Doubles, if
only one player is in a wheelchair, the game is played as a normal game ie. alternate returns, (but I
don’t seem to be able to find reference to that “understanding” anywhere ), a major disadvantage to
the wheelchair team, and rarely done, but if the above Rule Proposition is passed, the disadvantage
could change quite dramatically.
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Division

1

Ian McElwee

Fords continue to dominate at the top of
the division. They have an amazing
record of played 17, won 16, drawn 1,
with 138 points, having dropped only 32,
at an average of over 8 points a match,
they are likely to go on to be champions
by one of the largest margins for some
years. Strangely, Andy Taylor, who has
had a fantastic season has not appeared
during any of the matches covered by the
period of this report, however, when you
can call upon someone of the calibre of
Kevin Dolder to come in and play on a
more regular basis it clearly illustrates the depth of
strength within the squad. Week 14 saw Kevin, Mal
McEvoy and Terry Turner beat the Police side 9/1, John
Rankin saved face for the Police by beating Terry in 4
sets whilst Paul Gittins also pushed Terry all the way
before going down in the deciding set. The following
week they beat Crosby High 8/2 with Andrew Mudie
recording a fine win over Mal. Keith Williams took
Bootle’s YMCA point in getting the better of Mal in the
5th set whilst Graham Black was the man in form beating
both Mal (11/9 in the 5th) and Phil Luxon to secure
CADWA’s 2 points. I don’t know what went on in the
match against CTK when Fords won 7/3, Keith Bird beat
both Terry and Phil before retiring against Mal in the 4th
set and this was followed by Peter Lee conceding the
final match of the night, the only comment on the card
was “TOO MUCH SLUDGING”, hope there was no ill
feelings boys.
Bath St (111 from 17) continue to hold onto 2nd position
and have proved to be consistent in picking up points on
a regular basis against the stronger sides whilst generally
recording resounding victories over teams in the lower
half of the table. In recent weeks victories have not been
coming but in defeats to Fords and Bootle YMCA they
took 4 points on each occasion, Clare Peers played very
well against Bootle in beating both Wayne Percival and
Alan Chase and Dave Roberts got the better of Alan
(14/12 in the decider) before they won the doubles, a
feature of this match was that Ken Jackson lost his 3 on
the night for the first time in a while. In the Fords match
Ken was back to form in beating Mal and reserve Bob
Hughes and was 2 sets up against Kevin before losing
11/7 in the 5th. In other matches they have played out
draws with CTK, CTK A and Wavertree before getting
back to winning ways with an emphatic 8/2 victory over
Harold House. In the Harold House match Sylvia Rozek
got the better of Clare for the 2nd time this season but
apparently was completely bamboozled by the strange
array of shots coming from Dave’s bat. Dave had a fine

night in winning his 3 and combining with
Ken to take the doubles.
Bootle YMCA (102/16) are still within
striking distance of the runners up spot and
may well make up the deficit in the forthcoming weeks if Wayne Percival plays on
a regular basis, with their side of Keith
Williams, Wayne and Alan Chase they are
formidable opponents for most teams,
however, the side is not quite so strong
when Wayne is not available, as has happened regularly throughout the season. The
3 combined to beat Harold House 10/0 at
week 14, although Ken Connor fought all the way before
losing 11/8 in the 5th set to both Wayne and Alan. The
following week they got the better of Wavertree Labour
by 7/3 and repeated this score in beating Bath St A when
reserve Mick Allen unfortunately lost his 3. Ricky
Brown and Fred Bainbridge came very close to beating
Keith and James Eaton in the doubles before losing out
17/15 in the decider. Nearly another notch on the bedpost for our Fred! (sorry, private joke).
Crosby High (16) and Wavertree Labour (17) are tied on
99 points. Week 13 saw Crosby High have a comfortable
victory over Harold House for whom Alec Bryce turned
back the clock in defeating both Cherrith Graham and
Gemma Lloyd. In the same week Wavertree beat Merseyside Police in a close fought encounter by 6/4, David
Hayes was their star man remaining unbeaten on the
night. When Wavertree travelled to Crosby the following
week they came away with a well deserved 6/4 victory
with David again winning his 3 singles. In one of the few
notes received it was said “most enjoyable match of the
season with both teams playing superb table tennis”.
Nice to hear that players are actually enjoying themselves and not niggling and moaning throughout matches. In other matches Crosby hammered Bath St A 9/1
when I managed to save the whitewash with a win over
Cherrith. Wavertree once again won by a 6/4 margin in
beating CTK. Both Gary Watson and Aaron Beech were
in top form in winning all their singles. However, Aaron
and John Lau played out a superb encounter with hardly
a point between them. Aaron’s 9/11, 12/10, 11/9, 9/11,
10/12 victory emphasised how little there was between
these 2 fine sportsmen.
I am surprised to find CTK as low as 6th position with 79
points from 16, with the strength and experience of their
team I would have expected them to be much closer to
the teams above them, I believe their position in the
division is a clear indication of how evenly matched
most of the teams are this season, there are very few
matches where easy points are available, meaning there
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is a competitive, high standard of TT most weeks. Keith
Bird and Peter Lee were both in convincing form, remaining unbeaten, when they won 7/3 against their A
team. Keith was man of the match when winning on all
his visits to the table in the draw with Bath St Marine.
However he was not available for the following matches
at Harold House, when they went down 7/3 and against
Wavertree Labour in the aforementioned 6/4 loss.
Merseyside Police (70/16) are chugging along nicely in
mid table. It is rare for their 2 most experienced players,
John Rankin and Paul Gittins, to play in the same match,
when they did so it was to no avail in their 9/1 drubbing
at the hand of Fords. Both also played in their 6/4 loss to
Wavertree Labour when they each got the better of Gary
Watson whilst John and Graham Cleary both beat Aaron
Beech, Graham has found life tough at this level and this
win has got to be his best of the season. Jon Taylor was
back in the fold in the draw at CADWA A and played
particularly well in winning his 3. Week 18 saw them go
down 6/4 to CTK A when Jon Dyson came close to
winning his 3 in the first division for the first time, after
accounting for Ahmed Thabet and Peter Taylor he was
10/8 up in the 5th set before Andy Cheung came back to
pip him 14/12. Jon has made a steady improvement over
the past couple of seasons in the first division, he rarely
misses a match and always displays a good attitude
towards his opponents whether winning or losing, after
all his hard work it probably won’t be too long before he
manages to get his elusive 3 wins on the night.
Next in line we have Harold House (60/17), they have
not set the world alight this season but despite many
team changes have managed to keep their head above
water and not be dragged into the relegation battle. They
certainly seem to have the best scouting network in the
division having already blooded Sylvia Rozek and Joe
Chacholiades this season. When they beat CTK 7/3 a
further youngster Yeng Kho made his debut and showed
his worth in remaining unbeaten on the night, surprisingly this has been his only match to date. They had a fine
8/2 victory over CTK A when Ken Connor was the star
man, ably supported by Steve Whalley and Sylvia who
both won 2 on the night. Steve continued his fine form
in beating both Gary Watson and Aaron Beech and
combining with Alec Bryce to take the doubles when
faced by Wavertree Labour.
CTK A (59/16) have also done well to keep clear of the
bottom positions by a reasonable margin having picked
up points on a regular basis since the beginning of the
year, In recent weeks they have had an excellent 8/2
victory over CADWA A and a 6/4 win at Merseyside
Police, Ahmed Thabet remained unbeaten at CADWA
A, including a tight 5th set victory over the in form
Graeme Black, his good form continued when beating
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Paul Gittins and Graham Cleary in the match against
Police, they also did well to get a draw against Bath St
Marine when Tony Whelan came in and beat Dave
Roberts and myself (guesting for our first team) as did
Dele Olyumbo.
This leaves Bath St Marine A and CADWA A fighting
to keep away from the one probable relegation spot
resulting from the withdrawal of CADWA’s first team,
there is little to choose between the teams at this stage
with Bath St Marine A holding a 5 point advantage from
16. When the teams met at week 15, CADWA A got the
upper hand with a fighting 6/4 victory, Graeme Black
played very well to remain unbeaten on the night although I did my best to help him by serving off at match
point before going down 13/11 in the 5th, both Fred
Bainbridge and I managed to get the better of George
Lennon and Mike Power to secure our 4 points. We did
manage to eventually gain our only victory to date when
we beat CTK A with me winning 3 and Ricky and Fred
both taking the scalp of Peter Taylor. Although losing
6/4 at Merseyside Police and 7/3 at Bootle YMCA when
Ricky, Fred and Mick Keane all beat Mick Allen these
could well prove to be vital points at the end of the
season. Besides beating Bath St Marine A CADWA A
also had a great draw when they took on Merseyside
Police, Graeme and Mike Power both had good nights in
beating Jon Dyson and Graham Cleary and also combined to take the doubles. In their match against CTK A
they must have been disappointed to only take 2 points
with Graeme losing out to Ahmed but getting the better
of Dele and Tony Whelan. George Lennon did well to
win against Cherrith Graham, recovering from 2 sets
down to secure a narrow victory, winning 12/10 (3rd)
13/11 (4th) and 12/10 (5th) to take the team’s only point
against Crosby High.
It looks like this relegation battle will not be decided
until the final week(s) of the season, however, I can’t
help thinking that whoever goes down may, in fact,
benefit in the long term. Although both teams are competitive and generally give it their best it’s quite clear
that without some new blood they will be struggling
again if they remain in this division. Without sounding
defeatist perhaps relegation will provide either team the
opportunity to play without the pressure of expecting a
defeat each week and thus, enjoy their TT that little bit
more.
Good luck to everyone for the final weeks of the season!!

Division

2

Paul Banks

At the end of my last notes I made some
quite firm and deliberate predictions about
who the winners and losers will be at the
end of the season.
Now I know that you all must be thinking to
yourselves, ‘my what amazing foresight this
young man has to foresee all this’ and I
suppose that you could be right, but what I
didn’t predict in the last notes was that
Greenbank would be unable to continue!
Their expungement has a number of implications: (a) First and most important implication is that Greenbank will take no further
part in the division this season which is a great shame for
them and us. (b) With Greenbank being expunged then I
presume that only one team is to be relegated at the end of
the season, this in turn will mean that the two teams at the
bottom will have more to play for whereas before they
may have been resigned to the drop, at present there is
only 10 points between them. (c) The top teams in the
division that gained more points against Greenbank than
the rest of the division lose more points from their total
and the ones that didn’t do too well, conversely gain more.
Fortunately this hasn’t had too much effect on the state of
play where it matters but Wavertree do seem to have
jumped up a couple of places.
This action is I am sure regretted most by Greenbank
themselves and we look forward to playing them again as
soon as possible.
Second point for discussion is the lack of junior players in
our division! Why is that? Wherever I play in other
leagues I can’t seem to avoid them with their fast rubbers
and attacking games and yet in what is possibly the
strongest league in the North West there are relatively few
youngsters. Is it that there is no filter system for juniors
in to the Liverpool league and, or, a lack of coaching
venues and opportunities?
What is the answer? Southport and Wirral seem to be
overrun with keen young players so why aren’t we?
Week 13.
Alice Howard and Paul Evans take all three singles in
their 7-3 win over Marconi.
Fred Pheysey and Alan Cowley both beat Mikael Bellec
and team up to take the pairs against CTK ‘B’ but they are
unable to inflict any more damage on this strong team.
Roy Adams holds back the tide for Manweb against
Greenbank with good wins over Mark Palmer and Barry
Crook. Roy must have lost focus after these wins, as he
was unable to take Mr Rogala as well.
A two man team from Wavertree was always going to
struggle away at BSM ‘C’, however man of the match
John Rowan with precious little help from Paul Banks
took all of his singles to come away with a 6-4 loss.
Week 14.

Greenbank pull off an 8-2 win over Maghull
‘A’. Alan Jones and Peter Holmes taking
the only points over Greenbank’s John Appleton.
Crosby High maintain their push for the title
with a strong display against Wavertree.
Mick Tierney and Paul Banks taking the
only two points off Gemma Lloyd and Dave
Evans.
Neither Alice Howard or Paul Evans are
able to stretch Matty Wilson to a fourth
game as Manweb ‘A’ lose 4-6 to Maghull.
CTK ‘B’ have definitely reaped the rewards
of a consistent line up this season, and they prove the point
with an 8-2 win over Marconi. Bob Edwards taking the
two for Marconi.
Fords ‘A’ pip BSM’C’ this week 6-4, the singles was nip
and tuck all the way so it was the doubles again that swung
the match in Fords favour. Grahame Reid reports:
‘Some great hitting by the John Langton backhand especially against Bob Hughes’.
Week 15.
Manweb ‘A’ continue their winning ways with an 8-2 win
over BSM ‘B’. Rob Peat and John Langton taking points
each off Trevor Barraclough. Maghull ‘A’ are narrowly
beaten by Marconi 4-6. Special mention to Alan Jones
beating Bob Edwards 11-6 in the fifth.
The Crosby High stable seems to be able to put together a
number of winning combinations and this week Rob
Wylie, Dave Evans and Roger Neal see off Fords ‘A’ 8-2.
Wirral – oh no sorry – Manweb, (was that a joke guys or
a statement?) go down 4-6 at home to Wavertree. Mick
Tierney, Paul Banks, Dave Harse and Roy Adams all
winning two singles. Special mention to whoever it is that
has neatest numbering in the division!!
Greenbank whupped a reservist Police ‘A’ team 8-2. The
great Tom Purcell taking his teams two points.
Week 16.
Fords ‘A’ take a Manweb that is suffering from inconsistent line ups 8-2. Dave Harse saving face with two singles
wins. Man of the match however goes to the great Robbie
Goldson with his three in the bag. Grahame seems to be
the only person writing to me at the moment, is it because
of my previous controversial statements? Hmm!!
‘Straightforward result, only doubt was me 10-8 down to
Robbie Barker in the 4th . Wish us luck next week in the
Hall of Mirrors’ then the writing gets unreadable due to
scanning etc, I wonder what Grahame meant though??
Paul Banks and Ian Black reflected on their two singles
wins as they played out a draw away at Greenbank. Barry
Crook being man of the match with his three singles in the
bag.
Well could this be the point were Maghull let go of hopes
of the title with a two man team turning out against
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Marconi? Special mention for the two Steve’s (Woods &
Rowe) for taking two singles each.
Crosby High steamroller Manweb ‘A’ with only a solitary
win for Alice Howard over Dave Evans and teaming up
with Paul Evans to take the doubles for a 2-8 loss.
A slightly weakened CTK ‘B’ still manage a 6-4 win over
BSM ‘B’. Billy Cheung, Mikael Bellec, Rob Peat and
John Langton all winning two singles.
In the battle to stave off relegation Maghull ‘A’ (with a
strong team) pipped Police ‘A’ 6-4. Alan Cowley taking
all three singles for Maghull.
Week 17.
The Manweb derby kicks us off this week and the rejuvenated Manweb ‘A’ beat their senior team 6-4. Roy Adams
takes his three but the rest of the team is only able to
provide one more point.
Another derby! This time at Maghull and its honours
even. Maghull ‘A’ are bolstered by Tony Kendall at
number 1 winning two singles but the man of the match
here is Kevin Lewis for Maghull taking three tricky wins.
John Appleton and Mark Palmer can only take one point
each for Greenbank as they lose 2-8 to Fords ‘A’.
Crosby High showed that not only will they be deserved
winners of the division but also that they are ready for
promotion after a blistering performance against CTK, no
slouches themselves, winning 9-1. Dave Tagg inflicting
the only defeat of the night on Crosby with his win over
Gemma Lloyd.
The most consistent team line up in the division, BSM ‘B’
beat a rather inconsistent line up presented by Marconi
7-3. Poor Bob turns out every week does the do regularly
but has been unable to rely on a steady team this season.
That man again – the great John Langton is the man of the
match here winning his three.
Police ‘A’ did themselves no harm with a 5-5 against
Wavertree. Paula Adamson being the player of the night
winning her three with some very confident play. I am
sure that Paula plays better in the second half of the
season? Is there a way of testing this theory??

Week 18.
Wavertree ‘A’, a great little team, beat Maghull ‘A’ this
week. Mick Tierney the three match hero here. Peter
Holmes also has a good night but is unable to beat Mick.
Fords ‘A’ do what they do and beat Police ‘A’ 8-2. Terri
Ann taking their two solitary points. Grahame writes :
‘Lucky for us Steve Gittins was ring rusty’. Again it is a
little difficult to make out what Grahame means here
unless Steve was finding it difficult to sit down?
Bad night to have a team of reserves as Marconi lose 10-0
to the division leaders Crosby High.
Kev Lewis is having a great season and takes his three in
Maghull’s 8-2 win over BSM ‘B’.
Honours even for Manweb against CTK. Paul Evans man
of the match here wininng his three.

Predictions.
Well, at this stage of the season the predictions are quite
simple.
Crosby High will win the division and Maghull will be the
runners up.
Merseyside Police ‘A’ will finish bottom of the division
after not quite being able to pick up enough points on
Maghull ‘A’ in their last few games.
This all sounds very clear-cut, but, division 1 have had a
team expunged as we have! Will this have any effect on
who goes up and who goes down, or, who goes down and
who comes up??
Latest candidate for the refreshment award, and to be
honest I can’t see them being beaten is Merseyside Police.
Two cups of tea and quality biscuitry I feel will be hard to
beat.
Good luck for the rest of the season.
Paul Banks
Wavertree Labour.

ETTA Chairman’s Forum Feb. 2008
Comments have been raised about the process of Individual Affiliation being kept simple and that consultation with the
membership takes place. You can be assured that this is happening and the membership have been given details
about the proposals and further information will be circulated following inputs received. It is essential that any new Affiliation Proposals are “user friendly” for the local volunteers who administer it.
The majority of those involved in the Membership Committee and Management are from the grass roots of our sport
either playing, coaching or administrating at local league and club level, so I believe they have an understanding of
concerns raised and with the inputs received will ensure the process meets the needs of local administrators.
Ken Armson has again commented, in his Nets and Edges, on the need to accept the fact that Individual Membership, or Affiliation, (is there a difference to the rank and file!!) will be a requirement soon, the form isn’t high security, but you don’t have to
tick all the boxes, basic information which can be got anywhere, but it could save you money in certain circumstances, ask your
Club Secretary. Editor.
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Liverpool Closed Results
K Dolder bye
T Bray bt D Baker 7,9,5; G Watson bt K Lewis; - D Hayes
bt M Power 6, 10,6; K Bird bt E Wood - 6,5,5; J Higham
-6,7,7,-8,1; R Wylie bt A Beech 11,9,-5,8; - K Jackson bt G
Cleary 8,2,6; - W Percival bt M Bellec 5,8,5; - B Meyer bt
M Kwan 8,3,7; - J Taylor bt B Cheung 4,6,9; - D Roberts
bt J Hughes 6,3,6; - A Mudie bt P Taylor -10,8,9,7; - J Lau
bt D Harse 7,7,8; - G Lennon bt A French 2,7,5;
K Williams Bye
Last 16
Dolder bt Bray 7,9,1; - Hayes bt Watson 3,9,9; - Bird bt
Higham 8,9,4; - Jackson bt Wylie 6,- 10,1,6; - Percival bt
Meyer 9, 15,7; - Roberts bt Taylor -9,8,7,-10,6; - Mudie bt
Lau -2,6,7,8; - Williams bt Lennon 8,3,2;
Q/F
Dolder bt Hayes 9,13,-7,8; - Jackson bt Bird 8,-3,5,-9,9; Percival bt Roberts 7,3, -6,-10,6; - Williams bt Mudie
8,4,9;
S/F
Dolder bt Jackson 7,5,-5,7; - Williams bt Percival -5,6,2,10,2;
Final -- Williams bt Dolder 7,-8,-11,13,7;
Veteran Singles
Preliminary round
R Wylie bt G Rollinson3,6,6; - F Bainbridge bt A Cheung
8,-10,7,5; - M Power bt E Wood 4,- 5,10,6; - B Crook bt A
Rivers 7,8,9;
Last 16
K Williams bt Wylie 7,7,6; - M Roberts bt Baker 8,7,9; B Cheung bt Harse 8,5,-9,-9, 8; - K Jackson bt F Bainbridge 5,9,5; - D Roberts bt Power 8,2,9; - D Tagg bt P
Taylor 7,-10,-14,9,10; - P Gittins bt J Higham 9,5,3; - W
Percival bt Crook 8,9,-8,8,10;
Q/F
Williams bt Roberts 2,5,7; - Jackson bt Cheung 5,8,6; Roberts bt Tagg 9,-8,9,5; - Percival bt Gittins;
S/F
Williams bt Jackson 4,10,12; - Roberts bt Percival 5, 8,8,6;
Final -- Williams bt Roberts 8,11,7;
Veterans 55 Singles
E Wood bt S Howard -8,2,2,8; - A Chase bt D Harse
5,12,10; - P Taylor bt R Wright 7,9,-7,11; - B Crook bt J
Higham 8,10,5;
Q/F
K Jackson bt Rollinson 7,7,9; - Chase bt Wood 3,10,9; Taylor bt A Biggs 6,7,5; - D Roberts bt B. Crook -5,10,10,8,11;
S/F
Jackson bt Chase 4,-5,5,3; - Roberts bt Taylor 11,7,10;

Don Davies

Open Doubles
Preliminary Round
Percival/Williams Bye
J Hughes/Malik bt Wright/Higham 2,-9,7,6; Power/Lennon
bt Rollinson/Wood 8,6,9; - Taylor/Rivers Bye
Roberts/Jackson bt Baker/Koudelik 8,3,7; - Watson/Beech
bt A Cheung/J Ao 8,7,7; - Mudie/Bray Bye - Dolder/Cleary
Bye - Dyson/Taylor Bye - M Roberts/B Chan Bye
Henshaw/Rozek bt Kwan/Lay 10,-4,6,3; - Bellec/Lau bt
Sam Gittins/P Gittins 7,10,7; - Hayes/Bjoern Meyer bt C
Graham/Wylie 4,1,9;
Last 16
Percival/Williams bt Hughes/Malik 3,8,10;- Power/Lennon
bt Taylor/Rivers 6,4,-9,7; - Roberts/Jackson bt
Watson/Beech 9,8,-9,3;- Mudie/Bray bt Tagg/B Cheung
9,7,3; - Dolder/Cleary bt Dyson/J Taylor 5,-10,10,-7,13; Henshaw/Rozek bt Bellec/Lau 10,7,-6,2; - Hayes/B Meyer
bt M Roberts/Chan 5,11,6; - Bird/French bt Barry
Meyer/Bainbridge 1,-3,3,6;
Last 8
Percival/Williams bt Power/Lennon 4,4,-6,3; - Mudie/Bray
bt Roberts/Jackson 3,12,8; - Dolder/Cleary bt
Henshaw/Rozek 5,8,9; Hayes/Meyer bt Bird/French 7,9,7;
S/F
Mudie/Bray bt Percival/Williams -9,9,-9,6,9; Hayes/Meyer bt Dolder/Cleary 6,-7,8,6;
Final -- Mudie/Bray bt D Hayes/Meyer 7,-6,-7,3,10;
Division 2
S/F – K. Lewis bt R Wylie 8,-7,9,11; - B Crook bt B Cheung 3,7,6;
Final - B. Crook bt K. Lewis 9, 9, 5;
Division 3
S/F - Bjoern Meyer bt M Kwan 7,10,8; - J Hughes bt R
Midgley 8,8,-2,7;
Final -- B. Meyer bt J. Hughes 6,6,4;
Division 4
S/F - S Howard bt H Reeve 9, 5,8; - B Chan bt E Wood
7,10,11;
Final -- S. Howard bt B. Chan -8,6,4,5;
Division 5
S/F - M Russell bt J Taylor 8,5,7; - A French bt S Gittins
11,5,10;
Final -- A. French bt M. Russell -5,8,-8,11,7;
Junior Singles
S/F - M Kwan bt M Russell6,10,4; - J Ao bt M Siu -7,1,6,8;
Final -- M. Kwan bt J. Ao -9,-8,8,11,10;
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The Teams contesting the Divisional Cup Finals
Division 1
The Readman Cup
Fords v M/Side Police
Fords team was Kevin Dolder, Mal McEvoy (capt) &
Andrew Taylor, the Police
team of John Rankin, Paul
Gittens (capt) & Jonathon
Taylor.
Police won the first set, but
that was it, 5-1 the final
score to Fords, but as usual
the score doesn’t tell the
story of the match, every
player had two sets, all
played in a good sporting
atmosphere, disappointingly, a lot of empty seats!!

Division 2
The Rumjahn Cup
Manweb v Crosby High ‘A’
Manweb team of Dave Harse
(capt), Roy Adams & Paul
Evans played Crosby High
‘A’ team of Rob Wylie, Dave
Evans , (capt.) & Gemma
Lloyd. A great match, Manweb 4-1 down to fight back to
4 all, Gemma holding her
nerve to win the match for
Crosby High ‘A’.
Thanks to Peter Rumjahn and
Janet Davies who again pre-

Division 3
The Hyde Cup
Harold House ‘A’ v
Bootle YMCA ‘A’
The Harold House
team of Eddie Clein,
Martin Roberts, John
Hughes & Rod
McPherson played
Bootle Ymca’s John
Higham, Roly Wright,
(capt) Danny Every &
Shakil Malik.
H.H. Won 5-1, but
again the score doesn’t
justify the match, 4 sets going to 5 games, BYM leading 2-0 in two of them, Shakil 2-0 down in the 5th set, pulled it
back to 2 all, but fell away in the last game, but having said that, credit must go to the Harold House team for the
fight back in each of those sets, well done
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2008 Liverpool Closed --- Winners

1
2

3
. Men’s Singles - Keith Williams, presented by Leo Crone of
Sponsors Fawley Construction Ltd.
2. Ladies Singles -- Sylwia Rozek, presented by Mrs. Carol
Crone
3. Veteran singles -- Keith Williams - Leo Crone
4. O/ 55 Singles -- Dave Roberts -- Leo Crone
5. Junior Singles -- Michael Kwan -- Leo Crone

5

4
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7

6

8
6. Open Doubles -- Andrew Mudie & Tom Bray presented by
League President Bill Fawley.
7. Division 2. restricted -- Barry Crook -- Bill Fawley

8. Division 3. restricted -- Bjoren Meyer -- Bill Fawley
9. Division 4. restricted -- Stephanie Howard -- Leo Crone
10. Division 5. restricted -- Alan French -- Leo Crone

10

9
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Division 4
The Forrest Cup
Aigburth v Linacre
Aigburth had Ian Laird, Lee
Proffitt, Graham Rollinson
(capt.) & Derek Traynor,
and Linacre Harry Reeve,
(capt) Harry Nelson, Jack
Davidson & Dave Ferguson,
a tight, tension packed
match throughout, lead
swinging with the call up to
the final set, Linacre winning 5-4, a reversal of last
season’s Forrest CupFinal

Division 5
The Stamp Cup
Aigburth ‘B’ v Merseyside
Police ‘B’
Aigburth had Derek Traynor
(capt,), Liam Tildsley, Neil
Croxten & Arthur Pierce, up
against Police ‘B’ ‘s, Len Dyson (capt.), John Moore, Tom
Lynch & Dave Oakes, another
tension packed match and a
turn up for the books, Police,

runaway leaders of the division had led with the calls to 4-3, Aigburth pulling back level with their call, at 4-3 down
Aigburth threw the doubles on, youngsters Liam and Neil against John and Tom, Liam & Neil won the first two fairly
easily but had to pull out to win the 3rd 15-13, Final game on, Neil v Dave went to 5, Neil just holding on to win 119, so a great nights T.T.
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'B '

Division 3

Russell Thornton

Week 13 saw leaders Harold House ‘A’ away at
Bootle YM ‘A’ with Harold House giving a Liverpool
league debut to Yeng Kho, Yeng playing at number 4
saw off Roly Wright and Danny Every in straight
games and teamed up in the doubles with Rod
McPherson to beat Richie Winckle & John
Higham, John saving face by winning his 2 singles,
beating John Hughes and Eddie Clein, Harold House
coming away victors by 7-3. Yeng then turned out for
the Harold House ‘B’ team against Maghull ‘B’ the
following night, this time playing at no 1 and was
again unbeaten in a 5-5 draw.
2nd placed Wavertree Labour ‘B’ fought out a 5-5
draw with Bath StM ‘C.’ Tony Connor got Wavertree
off to a fine start with a win over Julian Quirk, Julian
then goes and inflicts a rare defeat on Bjoern Meyer to
put Bath StM 5-4 up, then up stepped Tony with doubles partner Mike Ashton to level matters.
Marconi ‘A’ won 7-3 at Manweb ‘B’, Ray Hibbs
making a rare appearance won his 2 singles and
teamed up with Ted Gilmour to win in the doubles.
Rob Barker won his 2 singles for Manweb beating
Frank McCann and Ted and Michael Kwan had good
win over Ian Wensley 12/10 12/10 12/10.
Bootle YM ‘B’ won 6-4 at Bath StM ‘D’ with Shakil
Malik unbeaten.
Marconi ‘B’ beat Cadwa ‘B’ 6-4 aided by 2 wins by
Tony Mullally, Steve Graham replying with 2 wins
for Cadwa.
In week 14 Wavertree drew for a second consecutive
week, this time at Bootle YM ‘B’, with Wavertree 5-3
up, Bootle’s Bert Rivers beat Bill Stanley and then
Arthur Garnett and Mike Hughes beat Tony Connor
and Bob Hawkins in the doubles to secure the draw.
Harold House ‘A’ beat Manweb ‘B’ 6-4, Eddie Clein
being the only player in the match to win 2 singles,
however the result of the night had to be Alan Biggs
straight games win over Rod McPherson. Bootle YM
‘A’ came away from Bath StM ‘C’ with a 7-3 win,
Julian Quirk winning Bath St’s only singles and teaming up with Karen Gibson to win in the doubles.
Marconi ‘A’ were 7-3 victors against Harold House ‘B’
with doubles from Ted Gilmour and Simon Tibke; for
Harold House Rob Midgeley had a excellent win over
Frank McCann 13/11 6/11 12/10 9/11 11/9. At Maghull ‘B’ Marconi ‘B’, due to a misunderstanding,
were again in peril of playing with a player short until
local reserve Dave McMahon agreed to turn out at 10
minutes notice, It didn’t stop Marconi going down 8-2,
the face savers were John McCann and Bobby Bell’s
wins over Tom Downing. At the bottom Cadwa ‘B’

were entertaining Bath StM ‘D’ and going down 8-2
with Bath St’s Ted Cramsie and Graham Turner unbeaten, the Cadwa face savers were Steve Graham’s win
over Billy Clayton and a Peter Roberts win over Graham
Oates.
There were 3 very close matches in week 15, Manweb
‘B’ 5, Bath StM ‘C’ 5, Bath StM ‘D’ 5, Maghull ‘B’ 5
and Harold House ‘B’ 6 Marconi ‘B’ 4. Manweb’s
Michael Kwan had two five game matches, a defeat at
the hands of Karen Gibson after being 2-0 up and then
beating Julian Quirk 9/11 11/9 11/7 9/11 11/9, team
mate Arthur Harrison had an 11/8 11/9 5/11 9/11 11/9
win over Peter Ross, however Bath St managed to secure
both doubles matches to force the draw. In the Bath StM
‘D’ v Maghull ‘B’ match Bath St’s Billy Clayton was in
sparkling form beating both Chris Roberts and Phil
Christie and teaming up with Graham Turner to take the
doubles, but Maghull’s Rod Bulmer beat Graham and
Ted Cramsie and teamed up with Phil for his treble. At
Harold House ‘B’ I was called on first by my captain to
play Rob Midgeley, Rob managed to win the first 2
games 11/7 11/1 then the comeback started 11/4 11/8
and after having a couple of match points I lost out
15/13in the 5th, but what a great match it was - well done
Rob!!! But the player who really made the difference
that night was Yeng Kho beating Simon Tibke and
myself quite comfortably in the singles and in the doubles with partner Paul Morgan. Harold House were also
winning the battle of the A teams by 8 sets to 2 against
Marconi ‘A’, the only Marconi wins coming from Frank
McCann who beat both Martin Roberts and John Hughes. Harold House’s closest rivals Wavertree Labour ‘B’
were also winning 8-2 at home to Cadwa ‘B’; Cadwa’s
only singles win was Paul Lynan’s win over Bill Stanley.
The Bootle YM derby produced yet another 8-2. The B
team’s Shakil Malik went on 1st against Richie Winckle
and put his team 1-0 up in a match where the tension was
high, the only other win that the B team could manage
was a Bert Rivers win over Roly Wright, the B team did,
however, manage to win the battle of the refreshments
providing spiced chicken legs and chocolate, whilst the
A team provided butties.
Week 16 produced another derby, Harold House A v B
and the B won 3 very close matches, the closest being
the battle of the no1s - A’s Joe Chocolaides v B’s Yeng
Kho, Yeng winning a fine match 12/10 9/11 11/8 8/11
11/9, he then went on to beat Martin Roberts and then
with partner Richard Bentley won the doubles 11/8 in
the 5th against Joe & Martin. Richard had a good win
over John Hughes 8/11 11/8 11/6 7/11 11/9 but it didn’t
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stop the A team coming away 6-4 victors. Wavertree
labour B’ were gaining a bit of ground, beating Maghull ‘B’ 8-2 with Bjoern Meyer winning his 2 singles
and teaming up in the doubles with Bill Stanley for a
hat trick, Rod Bulmer won Maghull’s only singles
match by beating Tony Connor in straight games.
Marconi ‘A’ had a 9-1 victory away at a weakened
Bath StM ‘C’ with Frank McCann, Ian Wensley and
Ray Hibbs unbeaten. Cadwa ‘B’ nearly forced a draw
at home to Bootle YM ‘A’ going down 6-4 after Danny
Every beat John O’Sullivan 7/11 12/10 11/9 10/12
11/9. Bootle YM ‘B’ were at home to Manweb ‘B’ and
were 4-2 down when Mike Hughes beat Alan Biggs
11/9 in the 5th to start the comeback, Bootle YM
managing to win it 6-4. Marconi ‘B’ lost 7-3 at home
to Bath StM D’ with Graham Turner unbeaten and
Marconi’s Tony Mullally winning his 2 singles.
Harold House’s match week 17 fixture saw their unbeaten run end with defeat at home to the Bath StM C’
team of Julian Quirk, Karen Gibson, Graham Turner
and Graham Oates, 6-4 the result, and it could have
been worse had they not won the 2 closest matches of
the night, John Hughes beating Graham Turner 12/10
in the 5th and Rod McPherson beating Graham Oates
in 5, however for Bath St the clincher was winning both
doubles. Wavertree Labour ‘B’ inflicted a heavy defeat
on Marconi ‘B’ 9-1, Marconi’s face saver was a Bobby
Bell win over Bill Stanley. Marconi ‘A’ had a setback
at home to Bootle YM ‘B’ going down 6-4 thanks to
fine performances from Shakil Malik and Mike Hughes
with the help of his Doctor.…. Neubauer. Shakil
triumphed over Ted Gilmour 11/4 in the 5th and Ian
Wensley 12/10 in the 5th whilst Mike beat me in 4, and
then secured his team’s victory by beating Ted Gilmour 12/10 in the 5th. Bootle YM ‘A’ beat Maghull
‘B’ 7-3 with Roly Wright unbeaten for Bootle and
Maghull’s Rod Bulmer winning his 2 singles. Harold
House ‘B’ were 6-4 winners over Bath StM ‘D’ with
Yeng Kho again unbeaten. Manweb B’ and Cadwa ‘B’
fought out a 5-5 draw, Cadwa led 5-4 and looked to be
picking up their 2nd win of the season until Michael

Kwan beat Steve Graham 13/15 11/4 11/1 10/12 13/11.
By week 18 Bootle YM ‘A’ were starting to emerge as
potential promotion candidates, they had been on a
winning streak in the league since their defeat at the
hands of Harold House ‘A’ and during that time had
booked themselves a place in the Hyde cup final against
Harold House; they were visitors to a Marconi ‘B’ side
who hadn’t won since the Cadwa match and were in
freefall mainly due to a forced rotation system that
would have left even Rafael Benitez bemused, Bootle
YM came away with a precious 9-1 victory, the only
Marconi point coming from Simon Tibke’s win over
Roly Wright. The Wavertree labour ‘B’team that had
been sitting in 2nd place for most of the season were
starting to struggle as they could only manage a draw at
Bath St ‘D’. The highlights of this match were a Ted
Cramsie win over Bjoern Meyer 11/9 in the 5th and 2
good wins from Billy Clayton over Tony Connor and
Bill Stanley respectively. Ted and Billy turned out for
the C team 2 nights later against Harold House ‘B’ and
between them won 5 out of their team’s 6 points. Harold
House ‘A’ were stretching their lead at the top with a 9-1
win over Bootle YM ‘B’, Bootle’s consolation coming
from a Shakil Malik win over Martin Roberts 11/8 in the
5th. Manweb ‘B’ won 9-1 at Maghull ‘B’, Maghull’s
consolation being Rod Bulmer’s win over Alan Biggs.
Cadwa ‘B’ forced a 5-5 draw over Marconi ‘A’ despite
being a man short, Steve Graham and Peter Roberts
winning all their team’s points.
Harold House ‘A’ now need only 17 points from their
last 3 matches to complete a 3rd division league and cup
double for the 2nd consecutive season having beaten
Bootle YM ‘A’ 5-1 in the Hyde cup final.
The 2nd promotion place will be between Bootle YM
‘A’, Marconi ‘A’ or Wavertree Labour ‘B’. Wavertree
certainly have the harder run in as they still have to play
both Bootle YM ‘A’ and Marconi ‘A’ . At the bottom
Cadwa ‘B’ and Marconi ‘B’ look certain to be relegated
as Harold House ‘B’ and Maghull ‘B’ look to have done
enough to retain their status within the division.

From ETTA Chairman’s Forum Feb. 2008
A testing document is being produced in regard to “gluing” which will be circulated
to the membership and published on the website in the coming weeks. For clarification, the changes applied from the 1st January 2008 only for Cadet/Junior events
not their participation in any senior competitions. It will apply for all from September
1st 2008.
The ETTA will only be able to test at certain of the events on the calendar but not at
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Division 4

Stan Clarke

I stand chastened by the remarks made
by our editor over my comments on the
actions of our committee in the last
digest. I am more than aware of how
difficult it is to persuade people to serve
on committees, or in any other voluntary capacity for that matter. I sometimes wonder how people think things
get done, do they feel that somebody
waves a magic wand and all of the
fixtures fall into place, are there a band
of Santa’s little helpers waiting at the
mail box to receive and process your
weekly score cards, of course not, it is all down to the
devoted work of a very small number of people who are
prepared to give of their spare time to carry out what are
often long and arduous tasks of your behalf, without
these people behind the scenes the league would collapse. Table Tennis nationally is in a state of crisis due
to the lack of volunteers, particularly there is a great
shortage of qualified umpires, which is causing great
problems on the tournament scene, so much so that the
National Council of the E.T.T.A. will be holding a
special debate on the problem at their next meeting. On
a more local level almost every league in Lancashire is
having difficulty filling positions, as indeed is the County Association. What is the answer, I’m not sure, but I do
know that unless people stop sitting on their hands and
start getting involved more in the administration of the
sport there will soon be no sport to get involved in.
Just to finish with this topic I have recently obtained a
copy of our magazine dating to 1963, which contains a
letter from Jim Green of Linnets T.T.C. concerning a
decision of the then Liverpool committee, on the formation of divisions. Apparently the Committee decided to
reduce the number of teams per division with the result
that some teams who had fought hard for promotion all
season found, much to their dismay, that they would not
in fact be promoted, sound familiar? Jim Green’s letter
talks about “Cutting throats, stealing from pockets and
blatant dishonesty “ when referring to the committee
decision, so in retrospect I don’t feel my comments in
the last edition were that brutal, and it just goes to prove
that there is little new in the sport.
After my usual rant let’s get down to the league and how
things stand with only a few weeks of the season left, as
I predicted in the first edition of the magazine Marconi
C and Aigburth are way out ahead at the top of the table,
o.k. I know I also included Cadwa C as possible promotion candidates, but that was before they shot themselves
in the foot by allowing George Higham to play too many
games for higher teams and losing his services for the
team in which he has played such an important role all

season, large smack on the wrist for
somebody, they will do well to finish in
4th place, having been overtaken for third
spot by Wav.Lab C, who have crept up
quietly since the start of the New year. At
the other end of the division all hope
seems to have gone for Maghull D and it
looks likely they will spend next season
in the fifth division.
WEEK 13.
A full strength Cadwa C hammered Aigburth A 8/2, Dave Cunningham and Norman Lindsay with wins over John Ashley and George
Higham saving the whitewash. Cadwa D did not fare so
well against Marconi C and were beaten 8/2 John
O’Sullivan and Doug Baker both beating Paul Loftus. A
triumph for age and experience over youth when Linacre
soundly thumped Manweb C 7/3, Alvin Tso pressed Harry Reeve all the way but lost 11/6 in the fifth, but he did
strike back to beat Jack Davidson, as did Robert Wong,
the other set coming when Jason Ao beat Dave Ferguson.
Wav. Lab. C beat Maghull C 7/3, joint “Players of the
match” for Wavertree, Mario Giove and Stephanie
Howard.
WEEK 14.
Maghull D pushed Linacre all the way, but finished up
losing 4/6, unluckiest player of the match, no question,
Ken Ainsworth, all three of his sets taking five games and
he lost all three, 11/6,11/9 and 11/8. In the derby match
between the two Aigburth teams the first team ran out 8/2
winners, but there were excellent wins for Norman Lindsay over Alan Davies and Eric Wood over Graham Rollinson. Maghull C thumped Cadwa D 8/2, John O’Sullivan
stopping the whitewash by beating Eddie Preston and
Harry McGanity, but having to pull out of the doubles
with an injury. Manweb C lost to Cadwa C 3/7, but once
again Jason Ao highlighted what a good prospect he is by
beating George Higham and Ian Lunt. Wav. Lab D entertained Wav.La. C and lost 3/7, good night for Andy Bird
who beat Dave Goulden and Stan Clarke, and Colin Fyles
who beat Mario Giove.
WEEK 15.
A whitewash for Cadwa C over Maghull D, and they had
Doug Baker playing as reserve, only one set needing more
than three games. Wav.Lab C and Aigburth A fought out
a draw, only Norman Lindsay able to win both singles,
and Steph. Howard losing both of hers, Wav.Lab winning
both doubles. Aigburth beat Manweb C 7/3, Alvin Tso
beat Alan Davies and Jason Ao beat Ian Laird, Francis
Lay and Robert Wong beating Ian and Graham Rollinson
in their doubles. How unlucky is this? You travel to the
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team at the top of the division and come away beaten 6/4,
but you conceded three sets because your no.1 did not
turn up, that’s what happened to Maghull C when they
visited Marconi C, and they get a fine as well. Even
worse luck for Wav.Lab.D away to Cadwa D, they only
lost one set during play but lost the match 6/4, conceding
five sets to their opponents by being two players short,
and they get an even bigger fine.
WEEK 16.
Linacre brought Cadwa C down to size, beating them
6/4, honours shared throughout the Crosby team.
Wav.Lab.D narrowly lost to Marconi C by 4/6, Colin
Fyles the man of the match with wins over Paul Loftus
and Derek Scotland, and lo and behold a blast from the
past with the first appearance in Liverpool for many
years from Ken Ray, welcome back Ken. Even with
Dave Cunningham missing from their line up Aigburth
A proved too strong for Cadwa D, winning 6/4. Wav.
Lab. C welcomed back no.1 Dong Xia from holiday in
China, in time to visit Manweb C on a freezing cold
night, it was warmer outside than in, but only Jason Ao
offered real opposition, winning both singles as Manweb
lost 8/2. Maghull D hosted Aigburth, who had Dave
Cunningham playing in place of Ian Laird, made no
difference as Aigburth won 9/1, Jim Ambrose beating
Graham Rollinson to avert the whitewash.
WEEK 17.
Cadwa D lost 6/4 against Manweb C, despite losing the
top five sets on the card, Joseph Koudelik beating Robert
Wong and David Ao. Maghull beat Wav.Lab D 8/2, once

again the Wavertree outfit unable to field a full side, the
decision of Dave Williams to retire from the game has hit
this side hard. Wav. Lab C achieved the same result
against Maghull D. Nagesh Tagore and Jim Ambrose
beating Mario Giove and Dave Goulden the only successes for Maghull. Linacre were well and truly taken to the
cleaners by an under strength Aigburth, losing 9/1, the
only success for Linacre coming when Harry Reeve and
Dave Ferguson beat Alan Davies and Ian Laird in their
doubles. Marconi C. really put the boot in against Aigburth A with a perfect win at 10/0.
WEEK 18.
Aigburth A and Maghull C fought out a draw, Dave
Cunningham and Norman Lindsay winning all five points
for Aigburth. Maghull D. lost 3/7 against Cadwa D. Jim
Ambrose winning both singles and partnering Denise
Chorley in the doubles, the only bright part for Maghull.
Marconi C continued their march to the top of the division
with a 7/3 defeat of Manweb C, once again Jason Ao
winning both singles and combining with Alvin Tso to
win their doubles. Linacre lost to Wav. Lab C 6/4, again
Harry Reeve the dominant player of the match, being
unbeaten in singles and doubles. This was the week that
Cadwa C smashed headlong into the buffers, they played
George Higham against Aigburth, lost the match 2/8 then
discovered George was ineligible having played six
matches for higher teams and that 10 points will be deducted at the end of the season, as per rule, so bye- bye
third division for at least one more season.

ETTA Chairman’s Forum Feb. 2008
The reported interim figures for Affiliated Teams shows a decline of 4%, it gives me no pleasure that this has been
similar to the reported figures for the last 15 to 20 years. As I have stated many times our real Affiliated Membership
cannot be quantified, most of the Leagues who have reported via IR forms show a significant difference between the
4 players per team returns and the actual players registered in that league. One of the Local Leagues I play in lost a
team this year and based upon the way we monitor our affiliated members they have 164 players yet via IR they
have 208 an increase in players registered in that league. Even if you take into account the duplications due to some
players playing in more that one League the League has more individual players than it reports via the affiliated
teams system. They have an increase in players mainly in the lower divisions a result of many Juniors joining whose
parents do not like the different days of the week they would have to play league matches and by allocating them to
teams this problem has been Overcome.
A recent report involving sport participation at Schools showed an increase for Table Tennis of over 15% which is
backed by the increase in sales of TT equipment to schools. We need to ensure that these young people are given
the opportunity to progress via Clubs, Leagues and Competitions to continue playing our great sport.
Clearly the need for more Technical Officials including referees and umpires has been a matter of concern for the
ETTA for many years. A number of initiatives have been tried and others are in progress. Council will debate this issue again in April following a report submitted to them just prior to the January Meeting. Councillors and the NURC
felt they needed time to reflect upon proposals made.
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Division

5

Doug Baker

Settle down. Are you sitting comfortably? Well, in the first week of this
term, we had the biggest shock of the
year.
Police’B’s drive for promotion hit a
speed bump in the battle of the top two
with the visit of AigburthPH‘B’. Police (Len, Tom, Alan & Dave) didn’t
lose but did have their impeccable
record dented as Aigburth (Derek, Liam, Neil & Arthur) made them sweat
for a draw.
Police‘B’ lost the first match as Aiggy
called on Liam against Alan. Liam went 2-1 down, then
came back, 11/9 in game 4 and 11/8 in the 5th. Police
seemed to have recovered and were steering towards
another comfortable win as the next four fell their way –
4-1 at half time. Liam was back on after the break up
against Len, both players yet to lose a set this season, so
someone’s 100% average was about to go. Another fine
win for Liam in straight games resulted.
Tom then beat Neal to keep his own averages pure and
put Police dormy – 5-2. The next sets saw a hat trick for
Aigburth:- a singles for Arthur Pierce (over Dave) and
both doubles, unusual for Capt Derek to come out with
nowt though! Card comments - “Young Liam is a rare &
developing talent, he trashed Len & played very well to
beat Alan. First real competitive match we’ve played –
will be surprised if Aigburth don’t gain promotion. A
hard game Arthur Pierce holding back the years – come
back John Moore. Aigburth will say not entirely surprising! I said shocks were in store they’ve given us something to think about”
Police’B’ can think on this statistic:- in this one match
they suffered over 50% (5 outta 9) of their defeats!
The following week Police bounced back with a whitewashing at WavLab’E’, dishing out some humiliation
amidst the decimation, and thusly they re-engaged their
campaign.
Aigburth‘B’s draw at Police‘B’ was a fine start to the
second half of the season, they built upon this, letting rip
10-0 against BSM’F’ (all over in 3). 7-3 away at
BYMCA ’C‘ without Liam, Steve Daniels took Neil in
5, Gary Williamson beat both Neil & Eric, but at least it
was a good night for Derek. Back on home turf for
another 10-0 to their own ‘C’ team (“Best derby yet – 2
full teams – John & Barry returning from sick beds, all
blessed by Eric Young, before during and after the
match, Phil & John impressive but not rewarded for their
efforts” Derek). Another BSM team put down, away
versus ‘E’ 9-1 (Joe Rees’ saving the whitewash).
Aiggy‘B’ finished as they began with a draw, this time

with reserves at 3&4 against promotion
rivals Maghull ’E’, hence no surprise
that the top of the card was to Derek &
Liam and bottom half to the visitors,
Derek was never behind in his games
with Lung & Loon, Lung took the first
game from Liam who forced through
the next 3, magnanimous in stalemate
DT put it:- “Late subs tried hard but no
match for Janette and the fast improving Michael”. never mind, they confirmed 2nd spot, 1 game more played
than Maghull’E’ but with a huge 26
point gap, that should be enough to see
them through the remaining 3 matches.
Maghull ’E’ did their level best to keep on the tails of
Aiggy ’B’, starting with a 10-0 win on Aiggy’B’s home
turf – to their ‘C’ team, Johnny, Lung, Loon and Andy
Mac all running wild, I can imagine Andy was well
pleased as he also appeared in the following week’s 10-0
win over Greenbank’A’. At BSM’E’ Loon was stopped
by Arthur, and Andy lost to Joe, but still a fine 8-2 away
win. Police‘C’ only came out with a point thanks to Alan
beating Loon in a close 3 gamer, Alan could have beaten
Lung who came back from 2-1 down. Janette & Michael
gave emphatic performances in their single and doubles.
Maghull’E’ complete this report, ahead of WavLab’E’ by
10 points in 3rd with a game in hand. The magic 100
points club, the mark that splits the top 3 from the rest.
Wavertree Labour ‘E’ ended week 18 just 3 points
ahead of Arriva but only due to having played an extra
game. No doubt Arriva won’t be pleased to read that 4 of
those points were awarded WavLab’E’ due to
BathStMarine‘E’s mistake. What was down on the card
as a draw became a 9-1 win due to 3 players playing out
of order. That could have been just one cock-up; the
number 4 playing at 2, having the knock on effect that 2
played at 3 and 3 played at 4, to have a triple whammy.
Ironically the BathSt player who wasn’t penalised, didn’t
win a game, which left only a doubles win to stand for the
visitors! Technically that was 6 games scratched and
points awarded to WavLab’E’. For the visitors, scratched
were wins by Joe Rees over Gord Langshaw & AJ Olorunfemi, Dave Batty’s 3 11/9s over Sharon Mahon and Des
Logans 16/14 in 4th v Sharon too. Even home wins; Gary
Jackson’s 18/16 int 3rd win over Dave and AJ’s 3 11/7’s,
get nullified from their averages. Unfortunate, but at least
it didn’t affect the promotion spots.
Arriva North West have had Harry Hughes leading from
the No.1 spot, ably assisted by Brian, Danny with Pavel
used judiciously. As witnessed in the 8-2 defeat of
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Police’C’ (without Alan French) and 9-1 drubbing of
Aiggy’C’. In this last match, Danny taken, by Phil,
ironically in the first game (before his engine had warmed
up), was their only down side, Eric Young nearly made it
2 in a row with a very close encounter of the Tomczyk
kind. 6-4 victory over BSM’F’ seems a bit rough on BSM.
Harry 2 for Arriva and Cyril 2 for visitors. 3 games to 5,
2-1 in favour of Arriva, Crucially Dannys 11/9 5th game
win over Paul Oakes enabled Harry & Brian to secure a
draw out of what looked a game heading toward an honourable draw. No honour with those buses guys! Ok, 0-10
at the hands of Police’B’ spoils things, but at least they got
a compliment on the card – ‘An enjoyable evening, Harry
unlucky not to steal a point off Tommy – a good 5 setter.
Arriva much improved from the start of the season & may
well be serious contenders next year, John Moore outstanding, Harry hitting the ball consistency well.’

mendable, Steve Daniels 2 for visitors, Richard had a
stinker, but Joe solid esp. v Gary Williamson from 2 down
to win 5th 13/11.
Police‘C’ have struggled to come out of the shadow of
their illustrious ‘B’ team, Alan French saved the whitewash from them by beating Tom Lynch in 3 and in the
process inflicting his first defeat of the season, Tom perhaps deflated by the cheeky monkey taking the 2nd 14/12,
Alan Woods almost got a point in a set to in Set 2 with
Dave Oakes, he sneaked the 4th game 14/12, to force a
decider, which was also closely contested but 11/9 to
Dave. Alan French kept his end up in a 2-8 defeat at the
hands of Wav Lab ‘E’.

Aigburth’C’ also know all about big brother syndrome,
keeping Police’C’ company in the lower half, Phil & John
have been regular reserves for the B team and still do the
At the end of this period BYMCA‘C’ had only lost 25% job in the higher orders for the C, versus WavLab’E’, Phil
of matches. Steve, Jim, John and Gary were each contrib- beat AJ in 4, then John narrowly took Eric in 5, added to
uting points, enough to give them mid table status, they a doubles 3-7 was the final score.
finished the 3rd quarter, one point behind Arriva who’d
won one match more. When Arriva pulled up at the YM, Greenbank again lose a team, but this time it’s the first
they had to rally round to nick a draw, Arriva led with team not the A team! I haven’t yet seen signs of ex 1st
Aces; Harry Hughes 2 wins in 1st 4 sets, Brian Harrison teamers playing for the A team, worth mentioning John
beating John Taylor in 3 after a shaky 14/12 start. In set Salmon has been doing a fine job when called upon. E.g.
6, Brian & H with 1st doubles win put Buses into unassail- taking a brace from Arriva, a point in the last game v
able 5-1 lead, Steve latterly beat Harry, and Jim Geddes’ BSM’E’ and winning in 5 over Police ’C’s Neil Thomas,
win over Dan Bellard meant all homies won a singles. also in that match Ian Whitlelaw’s win in the last set on v
Best home win, possibly 7-3 over Aigburth’C’, Steve, Jim Doug Dundas was his first win of the season (just after
& John finding it too easy (John going to 5 in both his). Doug has also got his first win by beating Matt Spofforth).
Best away result of the season for the YM was their trip to Natch, Police’B’ were not so generous, winning 10-0 the
Sheil Road – 8-2, who’d have guessed it though after 2 following week, although a doubles swap, 3&4 1st then
games, Gord bt Steve in 1st game on, then Eric bt John, but 1&2 was an interesting call, Police had trouble in the
that was all for WL’E’, Johnson tried, having the upper spelling department with exotic Greenbank names.
hand v Jim & Gary but ran out of steam in games 4 & 5 to Good luck GB’A’ in getting to the end of the season –
see both slip out of his hands in 5.
your almost there. Just keep an eye on playing order, or
you’ll forfeit more points like you did in the BSM’E’
Bath Street Marine ‘F’ (as is often the case with Bath St game. (Not putting rank numbers down on cards finally
teams) finished the Quarter 6 points ahead of lower ranked bears an ill fruit?!)
club mates BSM‘E’ with a game in hand. The proof of
relative achievement came when the ‘F’ team beat the ‘E’ Finally, Congratulations to Police‘B’, with 16 games
6-4, E’s points all down to Richard Woodley & Joe Rees gone, they are mathematically certain of promotion, also,
(- in the middle of a fine season), 6-4 over a still-in- they’re practically certain of winning the division - even
contention at the time Wav. Lab’E’ was a nice win, AJ if Aigburth’B’ were to win their remaining matches 10-0
won his 2, but the best set was battle on the 1’s Albert they would only be 6 points ahead of Police’B’s current
Parker v Eric Spencer, 3-2 to Eric, Getting both doubles points tally, so the next match could even see Police’B’ go
ensured BSM’F’s win.
up as champions.
Bath Street Marine ‘E’ have struggled but at least en- Take care (especially at APH)
joyed a good 7-3 win at Aigburth’C’, lower orders Dave
Batty & George Crowley had helped charge to a 4-0 lead, Doug
Scatman Barry Meyer was like a dog with two bowls;
winning in 4 over Ron and in last game on, from 2 6/11’s
against to take 3 in a row 11/9, 12/10 and 11/9 v Richard
Woodley. Phil Crompton confirmed the misery for Ron
also in 4. A draw at home to BYMCA’C’ was also com-
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Nets & Edges

Don Davies

This column has had various contributors over the years, the last being Ken
Armson. I compiled it during the period when Jack Lambert was
the editor as 'Nets and Edges and Echoes of the Past'.
At the time of compiling these notes, I don't know if they will be included but,
if so, it would be a pleasure to continue where Ken left off, although,
probably not quite so pithy.
Congratulations to Keith Williams on regaining the Closed men's singles
crown while retaining the veteran title. This success puts him level with his
former Rafters team mate Ron Rumjahn. He picked up his first Closed title in
the 74/75 season winning the Junior singles and in all has collected titles in five
different events.
The Fawley Construction Closed, considered by many, to be an unqualified
success, was due to a big effort from many helpers, some of whom weren't playing members. Former League
Chairman and President Arthur Upton, rarely named individuals for fear of omitting any who may have helped in any
way, which is a good maxim. However, two deserve special mention. Dave Cochrane, who lives in
Manchester, accepted without hesitation when asked to be Tournament Referee, saying he was honoured to take over
from Ken. He had previously assisted Ken on the referee's table in the City of Liverpool GP and has agreed to
undertake the role at in August.
This brings me to Faith Moore, who took the brave decision to attend. She arrived before many at 8-30am and after
working at the check in desk, stepped up to assist the Dave, which I'm sure was appreciated by him and noticed by all
present. What a lady.
Another disappointing ladies singles entry was received from the fifteen or so registered. Alice and Steph Howard,
Cherith Graham and Sylwia Rozek, fought out a Round Robin, although not for the first time has this system been
used. Co-incidentally, for the second year in succession, a player from Poland, won a major title, following Michael
Rogala's men's singles triumph a year ago, Mrs Rozek lives in Preston and plays for Harold House and was a worthy
winner, having done well in last Augusts' C.O.L. GP. Maybe we should consider a restricted ladies singles event which
may attract a larger entry!!
Looking through a Digest recently, Vol II no. 2 November 1951, price 6d, the centre pages contained league tables for
14 divisions!! Not one club from the 1st division exists today and only Bootle YMCA (div. 2) are with us now,
although not in continuous membership. The Police were in div. 3 while CADWA, Linacre, Harold House and Bootle
YMCA A were all in division 5 (Liverpool) as opposed to another div. 5 (Wirral). Bath Street operated in the North
Regional div. and way down in the South Regional 1, were Wavertree Labour.
A column by Calchas, pointed out that in the 1950/51 season, 61 walk over's' were conceded while 110 players failed
to turn up, no change from that today. In the same edition, the Liverpool B team contained Bill Harris (then Balfour)
made his representative debut against Ellesmere Port B, winning one in a 7-3 success, W Rowan (Acacia) and Don
Hobbs (Homecroft) both remaining unbeaten. Bill won the men's doubles title in the 54/55 Closed and is still playing.
Fantastic.
In addition to the loss of Ken, former League Treasurer Bill Salter (Maghull) passed away in March. He was a late
starter but put a lot back into the sport, becoming the Fixture Secretary of the Southport League. He also coached
juniors in both Maghull and Southport and a lot of players have cause to thank him for his dedication. There was a
big turn out for his funeral at Saint James church with many players present from both leagues.
It was also sad to learn of the death of Mike Johns, who had suffered for many months. Mike, a junior and full England
international, spent a season for Colonsay in the Liverpool League, where he won the 1972 men's singles title beating
Wally Allanson in the final. He also won the junior singles and men's title in the Merseyside Open. He was one of four
table tennis brothers and our regards go out to Gail, Ian, Brian and Alec and to his family.

Olympic Games to be held in Beijing in August 8th – 24th 2008
2008 Paralympic Games, Beijing, Sep 6th - Sep 17th
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Obituary

Bill Salter

It is with great sadness that we have to inform you of the death of our colleague
Bill Salter. Bill passed away on Friday the 14th March.
Bill had fought against lung cancer and seemed to be winning the battle, even
coming back to look after his Deyes High School juniors.
Sadly the cancer had spread to other organs and Bill was unable to win that battle.
Bill had been married to Miriam for 46 years and they had a son Martin and a
daughter Helen.
Helen sadly died in April 2007, an event that hit Bill very hard.
Bill had been a very active member of Maghull TTC for some 30+ years. In that
time he had held a number of positions, all of which he took very seriously.
Year after year at our club AGM we would express the need to bring juniors into
table tennis. Bill didn’t need to be asked, he took a number of coaching courses
and then set about utilising those skills. He set up coaching at Stafford Moreton
youth club in Maghull.
Players such as Kevin Lewis, Steve Woods, and Stuart Fay are testament to his
hard work there.
Bill provided coaching for juniors at Maghull TTC club during the summer months. He also extended that
coaching skill into a local school, Deyes High School. So successful was this coaching that he led a team into
the Southport League.
We at Maghull TTC are now benefiting from that coaching with a number of the Deyes juniors playing for
Maghull in the 5th Division.
Bill had also held the position of Financial Secretary of the Liverpool and District Table Tennis League and at
the time of his death was the Fixture Secretary of the Southport Table Tennis League.
How will we remember Bill?
As a good clubman.
Never let his team captain down and always willing to play up if asked by other teams.
As a man with plenty of opinions and who was not afraid to express them, even if he
was often wrong.
As a man who not only enjoyed table tennis for the competition but also for its techniques and nuances.
As a man who took his family responsibilities seriously demonstrated by his care of
his disabled daughter.
All in all a man who we enjoyed having at our club as both a player and friend.
and somebody who will be greatly missed.
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Racket Coverings
The following list was gleaned from the ITTF web site 30/3/08
I am printing it as a matter of interest due to the amount of confusion there seems to be on
the matter, who it will effect, when and how, and I would think, more direct information will
be forthcoming, ie -: will it effect only International / National competitions, or will it filter
through to local grass roots play
† Warning-- these brands are likely to be removed from the List from 1.7. 2008. The final
information will be provided in the List published in APRIL 2008

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Supplier
Brand
999
889
ANDRO
Clou
ANDRO
Krypto
DAWEI
388B
DONIC
Alligator
DONIC
Alligator Soft
DONIC
Piranja FD
DOUBLE POWER No. 4080
DR NEUBAUER Boomerang
DR NEUBAUER Inferno
DR NEUBAUER Monster
DR NEUBAUER Roulette
DR NEUBAUER Scalpel
DR NEUBAUER Super Block
DR NEUBAUER The Wall

Type
Out
Long
Long
Out
Long
Long
Long
Out
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Supplier
JOEREX
JOOLA
JOOLA
METEOR
METEOR
METEOR
METEOR
METEOR
METEOR
MILKY WAY
MILKY WAY
PROMA
SOCKO
TIBHAR
TONI HOLD

Brand
No. 6050
Fakir
Razor
575
71-1
71-2
845
8512
9012
Pluto
Uranus
Diabolic
STR - GEE
Grass Devil
Virus II

16
17
18
19
20

FRIENDSHIP
FRIENDSHIP
GIANT DRAGON
HALLMARK
HALLMARK

R.I.T.C. 755
Faster
R.I.T.C. 799-1
8228
Friction Special
Super Special

Long
Out
Out
Long
Long

†
†
†
†
†

40
41
42
43
44

21
22
23
24

HALLMARK
IMPERIAL
IMPERIAL
JOEREX

Super Special
Extra
Defender
Magic Swing
No. 5312

Out
Long
Long
Long

†
†
†
†

45 TT MASTER
46 YAPING

Type
Out
Long
Long
Out
Out
Out
Out
Long
Long
Out
Out
Long
Long
Long
Long

TSP
TSP
TSP
TT MASTER
TT MASTER

Bam boo Curl
P-1
Curl - Cactus
Curl - Combi
R Flex
Swing Back I

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

†
†
†
†
†

Swing Back
Special
138

Long
Out

†
†

†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
†
B†
†
†
†

ETTA Chairman’s Forum Feb. 08
Proposals in regard to the use of “pimpled” rubbers will be discussed at the April National
Council Meeting following inputs received during the World Team Championship with other
member countries and the ITTF Equipment Committee on which England is represented.
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League Tables to

30 th. March 2008

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Division One
Fords
Bath St Marine
Bootle YMCA
Wavertree Labour
Crosby High
Christ The King
M/Side Police
Christ The King 'A'
Harold House
Bath St Marine 'A'
Cadwa 'A'
Free

P
18
17
17
18
17
17
17
17
18
17
17
0

W D L Pts
17 1 0 146
8 6 3 111
11 3 3 110
11 3 4 106
10 1 6 103
7 3 7 84
7 2 8 76
4 2 11 62
5 1 12 62
1 2 14 49
1 2 14 41
0 0 0 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Division Two
Crosby High 'A'
Maghull
Christ The King 'B'
Fords 'A'
Wavertree Lab 'A'
Manweb
Marconi
Manweb 'A'
Bath St Marine 'B'
Maghull 'A'
M/Side Police 'A'
Free

P
17
18
17
17
17
17
18
17
18
17
17
0

W
15
13
8
10
7
6
7
7
3
3
4
0

D
1
3
5
2
4
3
0
0
2
3
1
0

L
1
2
4
5
6
8
11
10
13
11
12
0

Pts
135
120
91
91
87
83
80
75
71
63
54
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Division Three
Harold House 'A'
Bootle YMCA 'A'
Wavertree Lab 'B'
Marconi 'A'
Bath St Marine 'C' **
Manweb 'B'
Bath St Marine 'D'
Bootle YMCA 'B'
Maghull 'B'
Harold House 'B'
Marconi 'B'
Cadwa 'B'

P
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

W D L Pts
17 1 1 139
13 1 5 123
12 4 3 122
13 3 3 117
10 2 7 98
5 5 9 94
6 3 10 87
6 3 10 84
4 5 10 75
4 5 10 74
3 3 13 64
1 5 13 63

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Division Four
Marconi 'C'
Aigburth PH
Wavertree Lab 'C'
Cadwa 'C' **
Manweb 'C'
Aigburth PH 'A'
Maghull 'C'
Linacre
Wavertree Lab 'D'
Cadwa 'D'
Maghull 'D'
Free

P
17
17
18
17
18
18
17
16
17
16
17
0

W
15
15
10
11
8
9
6
7
1
4
1
0

D
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
1
1
0

L
0
2
6
4
10
7
9
9
14
11
15
0

Pts
124
120
107
100
86
84
79
73
66
58
43
0

** Div. 3 Bath St. Marine ‘C’ played ineligible player
10 pts. Deducted at end of season

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Division Five
M/Side Police 'B'
Aigburth PH 'B'
Maghull 'E'
Bootle YMCA 'C'
Arriva North West
Wavertree Lab 'E'
Bath St Marine 'F'
Bath St Marine 'E'
Aigburth PH 'C'
M/Side Police 'C'
Greenbank 'A'
Free

P
16
18
16
17
17
18
16
18
17
16
17
0

W
15
14
9
9
10
8
7
7
2
2
0
0

D
1
2
3
4
2
1
2
1
2
2
0
0

L
0
2
4
4
5
9
7
10
13
12
17
0

Pts
150
132
100
96
95
94
74
70
56
50
13
0

** Div. 4 Cadwa ‘C’ played ineligible player
10 pts. Deducted at end of season

Fines to Date
Players Short
Walk Over League
Walk Over Cup
Played Out of Order
Late Score Card
Total to 30/3/08

No
33
12
6
4
18
73

Fine
Total
£3
£99
£6
£72
£6
£36
1.50pp
£15
£3
£54
£276.00

Fines to Date
Players Short
Walk Over League
Walk Over Cup
Played Out of Order
Late Score Card
Total to 31/3/07

No
40
11
1
6
15
73

Fine
£3
£6
£6
1.5 pp
£3

Total
£120
£66
£6
£21
£45
£258.00

The fines tables on the right are taken at similar stages of this and last season, 19 -20 matches played, disappointingly higher this season, only £18 you may say, but why have to pay it, why not -: play your matches, know your
correct playing orders, and post the cards straight away, I’m sure the League can accept that loss of income!!

Editor - Roly Wright. (Bootle YMCA) e - mail -: roly@ttdigest.co.uk

